Vertical restrictions are one of the most complex and debated themes within competition law enforcement. From an economic perspective, vertical restrictions have a variety of effects that are not always fully captured by textbook economic models. From a legal perspective, different jurisdictions have taken divergent approaches in the way they assess and treat vertical restrictions.

While these differences are most noticeable between the EU and the US, national competition authorities within the EU have also taken substantially different positions concerning similar or identical categories of vertical restrictions. Despite having complex effects that are hard to predict, there is generally some consensus among economists that vertical restrictions often have pro-competitive effects and pose fewer concerns than horizontal anti-competitive agreements. It has long been recognised that whenever two direct competitors come together, they are usually up to no good. Yet a vertical restriction involves an agreement not between two competitors, but between two business partners who tend to have interests aligned with the interests of consumers. The number of instances in which vertical restrictions can distort competition is then relatively smaller, explaining why law enforcement in this area is also rarer.

However, in the last two decades or so, there has been a growing number of investigations in the EU regarding new forms of vertical restrictions taking place in online commerce markets. This recent focus of competition law enforcement may have altering motivations. On the one hand, scholars and enforcers have raised concerns that online markets have certain characteristics that could make them particularly prone to (vertical) anti-competitive restrictions, therefore deserving special scrutiny. On the other hand, it is undeniable that competition in online commerce is increasingly important for consumers, allowing them to pay low prices for many types of commodities that are often not available in the traditional outlets of some jurisdictions.
The recent enforcement shift in the EU has led to a resurgent interest in vertical restrictions marked by a lively debate in international fora, such as at the OECD, about best enforcement practices and potential regulatory reforms in this area. [5] At the centre of the debate is the EU Vertical Block Exemption Regulation (VBER) governing vertical restraints, which was recently evaluated by the European Commission (EC) in a staff working document, [6] in anticipation of its expiry on 31 May 2022. The conclusions from the current discussions could affect whether the VBER will be renewed, revoked, or revised, with important implications for years to come.

In light of the ongoing policy debate and recent competition cases, this special edition of Concurrences on Vertical Restrictions in Online Commerce could not have better timing. In this foreword, we aim to provide the reader with a high-level overview of what vertical restrictions mean in a digital world, their potential economic effects on online competition, and the legal approach to addressing vertical concerns within the EU. Recognising that discussing this complex topic is a daunting task, we seek to shed light on the fundamental issues that are currently shaping the discussion, while leaving the detailed analysis of the case law to the remaining chapters of this special edition.

What are vertical restrictions in the context of online commerce?

To come up with a working definition of vertical restriction, it might be helpful to make a nuanced distinction between a vertical agreement and a restriction itself. [7]

- **Vertical agreements** are contracts between two or more firms at different levels of the supply chain, such as manufacturers, suppliers and retailers.

- **Vertical restrictions**, also commonly known as vertical restraints, are vertical agreements that impose certain limitations on how one or more parties can resell a product, with potential consequences for competition.

Traditional forms of vertical restrictions include retail price maintenance and exclusivity agreements. In turn, online commerce refers to retail over the internet or, in other words, to buying and selling online. In a broader sense, online commerce may also comprise all services that facilitate online retail, such as payment networks, data brokerage and targeted advertising. It thus follows that **vertical restrictions in online commerce are any agreements between vertically-related parties that could affect competition in online retail or in the provision of online services.** While vertical restrictions in online commerce may include more traditional practices, such as exclusivity agreements, the current debate tends to focus on relatively novel categories of behaviour that are specific to online markets.

Amongst the most common vertical restrictions observed in online markets, the imposition of restrictions to online sales within selective distribution models has attracted a great deal of attention from enforcers. [8] In a selection distribution system, the supplier of a product imposes minimum standards on the members of its distribution network, generally with a view of protecting the brand image, as well as preserving the quality of the product and sales experience. Yet, as more and more suppliers use selective distribution to somehow limit the ability of retailers to sell online, there are rising concerns that such arrangements could reduce the intensity of intra-brand competition in online outlets.

Online restrictions in selective distribution models come in all forms and shapes, of which the most evident restriction is an outright prohibition of online sales. Sometimes, suppliers do not explicitly forbid retailers from selling online, instead imposing other restrictions that have similar effects – for instance, requiring the seller to be
present at the physical point of sale. On other occasions, suppliers allow online sales but restrict the use of specific online distribution channels, such as marketplaces, or prevent the retailer from advertising their products on price comparison websites.

Another important class of vertical restrictions is online price restraints. A notable example is retail price maintenance (RPM), applications of which are not limited to the brick-and-mortar world and serve to enforce minimum, maximum or fixed retail prices in online markets. A price restriction more specific to online commerce is dual pricing, the practice of charging two distinct wholesale prices depending on whether the retailer resells the product in an online or offline channel. An arguably even more important category of price restrictions entails online price parity clauses, which prevent sellers from charging different prices in alternative online channels.

Of all types of online price restrictions, online price parity clauses deserve special consideration, given that they are at the core of several big cases still under dispute. Also commonly known as most-favoured-nation (MFN) clauses, online platforms frequently use price parity clauses to prevent free-riding by sellers, that could otherwise rely on the platform for advertising purposes and then sell their products for a lower price elsewhere. To avoid this problem, platforms may either impose narrow price parity clauses, which constrain sellers from cutting the price on their own websites, or wide clauses that prevent sellers from charging a lower retail price via competing platforms.

Lastly, an important category of vertical restrictions in online commerce consists of geographical restraints on online distribution, enabling suppliers to create geographical boundaries in a world without physical borders. One of the most well-known ways of enforcing geographical restrictions online is through geo-blocking – that is, by restricting access to local websites or online content based on a user's location. This can be determined by tracking the user's IP address or using similar techniques. Geo-blocking practices are currently under scrutiny, in light of the EC's efforts to promote a digital single market where consumers can access online goods and services across the EU.

How do vertical restrictions affect online competition?

Vertical restrictions are often pro-competitive, potentially bringing many benefits to consumers. The main purpose of vertical restrictions is to solve a coordination problem between separate entities at different stages of the supply chain. While one such widely recognised benefit is the potential to decrease prices by eliminating double marginalisation, vertical restrictions may also produce positive non-price effects – such as improving quality, preserving investment incentives and promoting innovation – all of which can play an important role in online markets.

The economic effects of vertical restrictions are easier to understand when directly compared to the effects of their horizontal counterparts. On the one hand, horizontal restrictions generally produce a negative externality on consumers, because direct competitors have strong incentives to negotiate terms that reduce competition – on price and non-price dimensions – to avoid "stealing business" from one another. On the other hand, vertical restrictions tend to generate a positive externality on consumers, because each of the parties involved has incentives to convince the other to provide a better service at a lower price, enabling the two complementary businesses to grow.

Despite the overall positive effects, there are three major competitive concerns typically associated with vertical restrictions.
The first concern is the risk that sellers use certain types of vertical restrictions, such as selective distribution clauses, to foreclose third parties, namely online retailers.

The second concern is that vertical restrictions imposing similar conditions on multiple competitors, such as price parity agreements enforced by online platforms, could facilitate horizontal collusion. [20]

A third, though relatively less frequent, concern is that, even in the absence of overt collusion, vertical restrictions that impose similar conditions on multiple competitors at the same time could lead to a softening of competition.

Essentially, a vertical restriction could potentially harm consumers if it indirectly facilitates foreclosure, collusion or softening of competition in the upstream or downstream market. This requires at least one of the parties involved to not only have enough market power and ability to distort competition, but also the incentive to do so – as it is not always clear why a company with substantial market power would attempt to restrict competition between its upstream or downstream business partners. It is equally necessary that any indirect anti-competitive effects from the vertical restriction(s) offset any gains from enhanced vertical coordination, resulting in a net welfare loss.

Accordingly, whether a specific vertical restriction results in any consumer harm is an empirical question. Unfortunately, few studies have attempted to quantify the welfare effects of vertical restrictions, possibly because there is limited enforcement in this area traditionally. A 2005 literature survey reviewed some published studies that attempted to quantify such effects, concluding that these studies “have failed to find compelling evidence that these practices have harmed competition.” [21] Since then, two other literature surveys looked instead at the effects of vertical mergers – which arguably have similar economic effects to vertical restrictions – and reached similar conclusions. [22]

In light of the growing number of EU investigations focusing on vertical restrictions in online commerce, a question that arises is whether vertical restrictions pose a greater risk of consumer harm when implemented in online markets. One argument asserts that online platforms may have a greater ability to foreclose vertically-related sellers or facilitate collusion due to their role as gatekeepers in (narrowly defined) concentrated markets. [23] Moreover, some large online businesses may have privileged access to important assets, such as intellectual property rights, consumer data, pricing algorithms and similar technologies, which could further facilitate vertical anti-competitive strategies. [24]

Nonetheless, it is also possible that most vertical restrictions in online commerce are largely motivated by the realisation of efficiency effects. In particular, vertical restrictions often serve to preserve the investment incentives of both traditional retailers and online businesses, which would not enter the market if other online players could easily appropriate their investments. The fact that online commerce is characterised by fierce dynamic competition also reduces the risk of vertical restrictions having long-lasting, harmful effects, as any temporary exclusionary or collusive effects are more likely to attract the entry of new competitors.

All things considered, one should not presume that a vertical restriction is likely to harm consumers simply because it imposes certain limitations on online commerce. From a purely economic perspective, there is a strong argument to assess such vertical restrictions on a case-by-case basis. [25] Recognising the importance of preserving competition in online commerce and considering the high costs of conducting a full economic analysis on every restriction that could pose competitive concerns, enforcers may nonetheless continue to rely on safe harbours and prescriptive rules in order to effectively deal with such a complex task.
What is the legal approach in the EU to vertical restrictions online?

The EC and national competition authorities in the EU use three main legal tools for vertical restrictions.

- The first tool is Article 101(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), which prohibits anti-competitive agreements.
- The second is TFEU Article 101(3), allowing for an efficiency defence.
- The third and final tool is the VBER, [26] which defines the circumstances under which vertical restrictions are exempt from competition law and when they amount to potential infringement.
- In addition to these three main tools, competition authorities may also apply TFEU Article 102 on abuse of dominance to vertical restrictions, namely when a dominant firm imposes the restriction upon its business partners.

To some extent, the legal approach to vertical restrictions in the EU reflects the established economic evidence, recognising that these practices are often pro-competitive and benefit consumers. Despite a growing number of investigations focusing on online commerce, vertical restriction cases still account for a small fraction of competition law enforcement and tend to receive a more favourable treatment than horizontal restrictions. However, there are some categories of vertical restrictions that qualify as restrictions by object and are thus subject to tougher enforcement in the EU – in contrast with the US, where all vertical restrictions are assessed under a “rule of reason.” [27]

The VBER contains a blacklist of vertical restrictions that amount to hardcore violations of competition law by object, for which there is a presumption of illegality regardless of their actual economic effects. The blacklist includes restrictions such as (fixed and minimum) retail price maintenance and after-sales restrictions, due to the high risk of limiting intra-brand price competition and excluding competitors in adjacent markets. While defendants can still rely on Article 101(3) – the second tool – to provide evidence of countervailing efficiency effects, this defence is very rarely successful and involves a high burden of proof.

Among all of the hardcore infringements listed in the VBER, the ones with the greatest implications for online commerce are probably the restrictions on passive sales. The EU vertical restrictions guidelines define passive sales as “responding to unsolicited requests from individual customers including delivery of goods or services to such customers”. [28] In other words, passive sales occur when the seller makes the product available and buyers decide to purchase it without any active engagement of the seller. The case law has established that sales via the internet are a form of passive sales, [29] implying that any vertical restriction preventing retailers from selling online qualifies as a violation of competition law by object.

The VBER provisions on passive sales can also affect other categories of vertical restrictions in online commerce, such as dual pricing. By discriminating online retailers with higher wholesale prices, dual pricing may substantially raise online retailers’ costs above the costs of traditional retailers, therefore acting as a de facto restriction to online sales. For that reason, dual pricing currently qualifies as a restriction by object in the EU. [30] In contrast, restrictions to the use of certain online channels, such as marketplaces and price comparison websites, are less likely to receive by object treatment, [31] as these practices are not restrictions on passive sales in the sense that customers can still reach out to retailers through their own websites.

All remaining categories of vertical restrictions not explicitly listed as hardcore restrictions by the VBER can still
qualify as infringements of competition law *by effect*. In other words, the Commission and national competition authorities may assess other vertical restrictions on a case-by-case basis, having the burden of proving that such restrictions are likely to substantially lessen competition. Recognising that competitive harm typically requires a minimum level of market power, the VBER exempts (non-hardcore) vertical restrictions from competition law whenever the parties involved have less than 30% of market share each and annual turnovers below a threshold level determined by the regulation.

The effects-based assessment of vertical restrictions requires authorities to define a relevant market, both on product and geographical dimensions, which is a necessary step for calculating market shares and determining whether the exemption foreseen in the regulation applies. One of the challenges at this stage is to determine whether traditional retailers and online sellers compete in the same geographical market, a decision that could have important implications for the case. The answer to this question is ultimately a matter of demand substitution, as it depends on whether consumers use traditional and online channels interchangeably or whether they use the two channels independently to satisfy different needs.

Suppose the market definition exercise suggests that the parties are not exempt under the VBER. In that case, authorities may then conduct a full economic analysis of the vertical restriction, which should account for the special characteristics of online commerce. In particular, when assessing whether the parties involved have substantial market power, it is important to look beyond market shares and to assess the magnitude of entry barriers as well, which tend to be small in the context of many online markets.

Understanding the online business model is equally imperative, as that could help distinguish pro-competitive vertical restrictions from restrictions motivated by malicious anti-competitive intent.

The complexity of assessing the effects of vertical restrictions, combined with the relative novelty of online commerce, might explain the divergent decisional practice observed in the EU concerning certain categories of vertical restrictions. Taking the example of the price parity clauses adopted by online travel agencies, these restrictions have resulted in a wide range of enforcement decisions across jurisdictions, including similar commitments in several EU countries (reversed on appeal in the UK), infringement decisions in Germany and new separate legislation in France. Such disparity of legal approaches to identical vertical restrictions risks creating an environment of legal uncertainty that could harm online commerce.

**Concluding remarks**

Online commerce has brought great benefits for consumers all over the world, as well as equally great challenges to the most experienced of competition law enforcers. Few people would dispute the importance of preserving competition in online markets. However, as far as vertical restrictions are concerned, we are still far from reaching a consensus about the best legal approach to dealing with these practices. To overcome this challenge, it is crucial to understand how online business models work and to support vertical theories of harm with solid economic evidence, guaranteeing that competition law reinforces – and does not compromise – the innovative nature of online markets.

As the number of vertical restrictions investigations in online commerce grows, this topic will attract an increasing number of researchers and practitioners who may help identify the best enforcement practices. We hope that this foreword is a small step in that direction, by providing a short overview of the fundamental issues under discussion and the recent enforcement experience in the EU. We look forward to seeing how the economic and legal thinking on vertical restrictions will evolve in the future and be shaped by today’s discussions, including by the many interesting contributions within this special edition.
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